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About This Game

With over 50,000,000 plays over the previous parts, the Incursion series has enthralled and challenged many players over the
years. Now you can save your world from darkness in new Incursion: The Thing. Bigger! Faster! Stronger!

Join Targa Wrathbringer and Kel Hawkbow on their journey to save Danalor from hordes of monsters, undead and demons.
Find powerful runes, construct armies, upgrade your heroes abilities and battle against epic bosses in this Tower Defense RPG

hybrid.

[h1]Highlights:[/h1]

- Survival Challenge
- 50+ enemies, each with unique abilities and weaknesses.

- Terrifying bosses that will put you to the test.
- 8 different heroes to enhance your play, with special attacks!

- 25+ game stages and 16 special army upgrades
- 60+ achievements. Can you get them all?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c2LuH-n8kY
A deceptive little game which looks like it's going to be easy and ends in a pile of skeletons.. ROUTE
+
Scenery
Overhead
Signals
Textures
Price
the make a small update with the Marseille Avignon part
vegetaion

-
few of the reality appropriate buildings in Lyon

Train (TGV Duplex) --- They dont update the old one
+
Sound (Engine)
Textures

-
Sound (carriages) -- very bad -> Soundupdate - railsim.fr
acceleration

brakes (Im not sure if it corresponds to the reality, but its very hat to brake with this train on the LGV part)
wrong 1.5kv pantograph (reality: first + fourth | ts: second and third)

summarized, it is worthwhile to buy this route

I would be wery glad if they update the 1.5v pantographs, because it wouldn\u00b4t be so difficult

Im sorry if i did some grammatical mistakes. I don't understand why this game has 314 positive reviews and now only 56
negative reviews. I'm glad I got this game on sale, because I wasted $1.01 and no reason to waste $2.99. I did not have fun
playing this at all. This gameplay is just boring.

First of all, I get it, this is a joke. It's good for 1 ha when I saw it on YouTube for the first time. But I guess all those positive
reviews are from those YouTube let's play or Twitch streamers, you know the type, they want to get paid for being loud and
obnoxious and they intentionally get games that are in any way controversial to get views. So I imagine PewDiepie and all this
fans are rating this piece of junk up.

I wouldn't mind if the game were half decent. But this is not. The gameplay is clunky. The controls are way harder than they
have to be. I don't understand why sperm wouldn't need continuous movement to propel forward and be able to control where
you want to go versus the whole momentum thing. Having to look where you want to go and pressing W is about the worst way
you can have locomotion in VR. Why does this game not have controller support?
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So you get enough cash to get an upgrade. Okay, but you only get the upgrade for 1 try. You have to keep buying upgrades each
time. So this just artificially increases the time of gameplay.

Well, at least the shooting is consistent. Yes it is, but there's not really much else going for it. And the VR environment is very
bland with low textures and cartoony. This game wasn't going for realism and it wasn't going for pleasant. Also, game opens up a
command line for some java BS that Phroot loves to do in games

So it's only 1 dollar on sale. Yes, that's the best thing about this game. But when you spent 20 minutes playing the game and
your'e just bored and frustrated and not having fun. Well, the jokes on you as the consumer. Please stay away from this POS.
And please stop marking positive reviews. This is the worst "VERY POSITIVE" game I have ever bought on steam.

Rate 3/10 at least it didn't crash and at least I kind of knew what I was going to get (although it was a lot more boring to play
than the videos I watched led me to believe). This game brings up some old memories of the classic Tower-Defense games, just
taken to the next level in VR. Great game!. Funny and difficult. I'm playing in normal mode and already maps are getting pretty
harsh on me. Fortunately respawns are instant, but you don't get checkpoints every corner so yea, feels like 90s.
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Very Fun Game... Crashes on Loading Screen sometimes, and in game it freezes now and again.. and before you give up
thinking it's crashed, just hit alt-tab and wait for it to "resynch" the display and the game resumes.

Because it crashes enought to be considered an ongoing issue, you must save often. To Save during game play, you press escape
and then you see the desktop - it didn't crash - just wait for it.. then you will see the screen - definite lag.. perhaps "program
switching" or "chaining" as it's called - but saving frequently is KEY because without saving, you will certainly not finish the
game... and without remembering to save alot, you will grow frustrated.

Why Bother if it crashes? BEcause the concept is great, the riding in any vehicle and jumping back out - taking control and
letting AI take over again - is really cool, especially when you want to do some sniping because AI waits until its closer than you
can hit them - so manually jumping in a rocket tank or a plane or boat and just hammering on the enemy from a distance for as
long as you can is much more damaging then letting the AI do it its own way - they are evenly matched - the AI.. but that's how
you can get a little edge - have many vehicles all running on AUTO-PILOT but you can pick one vehicle at a time and pummel
the enemy from a distance. :)

I'm really hoping this developer doesn't fall off the map or feel too disgruntled like this is some failure or something - it's
botched a bit but I think a a few hardcore debugging sessions by the guy and a patch would do wonders.

You can toggle if AI Follows The AI, You Can Toggle if AI Automatically Shoots whether you press fire or not, or make it fully
manual.

Again - crashes alot, try ALT+TAB before thinking it's crashed if the game screen freezes, wise to save after that to be safe.

Note, if you save your game, then try to continue and the load screen locks up - just kill it, start it up again, then continue -
should work - it's weird - one time it will lock up - do it again - then it works...

If it wasn't so fun for me, I prefer less micro management, more grab your troops, set them up - and fight - I hate making bases
and building etc. So for me this is ideal... Crashing not ideal, but finding a RTS that I think is a blast and seems fiarly balanced
and not like the Computer AI is insane...

One thing though, because the Navigation can be a little clunky flying around, the computer can assign way points and orders
and stuff fast for all its troops - you are much slower mechanically in this regard. For this reason, I don't think it would be unfair
in this game to allow Pausing and giving orders while paused so you can give 20 orders to 20 different military vehicles and then
hit play and watch them act it out syncronously... That would help..

Fix the Crashing, and you could charge more than a buck in my opinion pretty easily.

The Faster you can take over unused "bases" the faster you get more equipment as the bases create vehicles as the war marches
on so...

All in all FUN but you got to go in expecting Crashes, Screen Freeze (Press Alt+TAB to fix) usually works, and SAVE OFTEN!

I think the Developer who pulled this together, likely made his own game engine or used a barebones one with close ties to
direct x - I'm a developer and I'm convinced his main display bug is losing the display device context, I know the hook coded for
ALT-TAB is to prepare the game for the fact that the video card ram is about to get wiped haphazardly, and when the game gets
focus again, the code is supposed to reload all models, textures and shaders (this game doesn't use shaders aside from one that
does regular cartesian graphics) that's all tech speak.. but basically - ALT-TAB tricks the program into "reestablishing" all Video
ram and Assets and prepares them fro render... so... I think that's why it fixes his "Lost Deisplay context" - It's called Context
Switching - anyways..

Fun Game - sometimes plays an 45 minutes without crashing.. and a few freezes.. but save OFTEN.

To speed up some things, you can click the icons for your "surviving units" and then click way points without needing to find
them, but which one you picked and sent on a mission is a guess, they aren't indivudally labels with numbers ... like Tank !,
Rocket 2, Sub 1, Destroyer Boat 5... so... not perfect but again, if I didn't find it so fun when it is running and didn't think the
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developer is or was on to a great vision.. I dunno - I hope he stays in the field and makes a patch and or a rewrite that is the same
vision - just improved from what he learned the first time he wrote it... I dunno... Cool Game.

Intermittant, but Fun.

Edit: Just beat it the Easy Level - Tons of fun - saved three times along the way. Each time I Save, I Exit the program, start
fresh, then continue playing where I saved from. It turns out this is timed based, because I was pretty much owning the board
and it didn't say who won so I was starting to methodically hunt down stragglers and take over anything I didn't have under "my
flag" and then messages started to appear... "Victory in 160 seconds"... then when It was time ups - I got a show of Fireworks
with Victory splashed on the screen - YAY.

Not an Advanced tactical game, but again, I love the style of it. I think its fun, I hope he makes a sequel that is even better. I am
thinking he may have wrote the 3D Engine From Scratch.. I dunno. I Like how the planes buzz around and don't crash into each
other and stuff like that - very cool. Remember - if that darn screen freezes, ALT+Tab, wait for it - boom - still playing :). This
game is the same♥♥♥♥♥♥like Horizon Source was. Cant even start it, considering Im stuck at the ♥♥♥♥in creating a name
screen. Good job, chinese ♥♥♥♥s, you managed to ♥♥♥♥ up again. Oh, and btw, these guys got sued for using players video
cards to farm bitcoins, so good luck with this game. Cya!. Great price compared to buying each DLC seperately. Voice of
Freedom is short, very short, but also a bit different and expands the world. Aftermath is very combat focused and is mostly
about tying together the game to how it starts. Beyond the Walls is a a fun small sequel that works both as an ending the the
story of the Philadelphia resistance and, in case this game never gets an sequel, to the franchise.

However, I'd suggest buying this on sale, because while I enjoyed it, it still has several of the old issues and in the case of
Aftermath, a few new ones.

If you are buying the main game at the same time I recommend that you play the game in this order:
1. Voice of Freedom
2. Main game
3. Aftermath
4. Beyond the Walls. It does what it does. No other way to put.. This is the best DLC you can buy, having forever 10% more XP
in the game and one extra loot search at the end of the battle is a HUGE thing. If you want to spend money on this game there is
nothing better that you can buy. All other packs are not worth your money, buy a premium account instead (they get on a 50%
discount almost every monty, wait for it). (premium gives you 50% more XP and 2 extra loot searches (they stack with this
bonus). Also the skins are cool loking (a blue carbon fiber like one and a black with red details is the other, they can be aplied to
any ship (that can have a skin) free of charge. I can`t recommend this DLC enough.. This game remind me of Touhou (a
Japanese shooter game).
The gameplay is the same, you dodge all the bullets, lasers, explosive, rocks, all the things that the enemies throws to you.
Your character automatically shoot the enemy.
The enemies keep getting offensive each time they are in low health. (more bulltes, lasers, etc.)
You're dead if you were hit.
Your phoenix will be upgraded each time you pass a level.
There are 6 types of beautiful phoenix you can play.

I love to play Touhou series and this game is touhou alike so I would really recommend people to buy and play this game.
It's addictive, hard and challenging.
Oh yeah the developer are active in the Community Hub. That's a big plus for this game. Has no graphics\/resolution settings,
even highres is ugly af, can't zoom out enough to get a decent overview, terrible controls.
Why did they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up these newer ones so damn much?!. This game is no gem of the Painkiller Series, it
is more or less one of the games that could probably rightfully be called a lemon.

Given there are some things that are good, the game itself isn't - it is a repetition of the original game just with much larger
Levels - the first level is huge, as are most of the other levels, and this is causing one of the problems of this game. The loading
time also is very "huge" - sometimes you wait for what seems an eternity just to start the level, reloading also takes a lot of time
when you die during the level.

The graphics are as they were in the original Painkiller, but there is not much new about this episode regarding the graphics. The
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level design is what might also be a great drawback, you are left alone and you will fail - a lot of times just by walking off in the
wrong direction or because the level was designed to make the player suffer. A good example is the spiral staircase in the
cathedral, another one the chaotic layout of the valley, were you suddenly can't stop a skid and fall into your death. But there are
even worse design errors - like the sparsely added new demons and monsters. Off course the huge levels are looking good, but
the design errors are unforgiving and regretfully also unforgivable.

The story starts out nice, in comic style you are told why you are cast into "hell" - but then the game starts and you realize, "Oh,
it still is purgatory... Bummer!". It had a lot of potential, which is regretfully left unused. I know some people who love the
game as a multiplayer game - but it still is bugging around a lot, and furthermore - the loading time is taking again away a lot of
fun for this game.

Graphics: 7/10 (some options have to be customized, especially on some newer cards)
Sound: 6/10 (mostly the old soundtrack, with time it becomes enervating)
Playability: 4/10 (This is representing also the loading time and the design errors which can be a mess)
Story: 5/10 (since this game isn't really making a lot out of the backdrop of the story)
Value: 3/10 (Even at 9,99 it's too expensive since it isn't living up to the potential - wait till it gets cheap, real cheap)

Overall: 5/10 (This average is a representing my own opinion, the game isn't the best in the painkiller series and as such you
could decide if you require it or if you pass and try playing the other games).. That was... weird. I am really curious how this
game ended up being released on Steam, or why Steam Store page is in English, while the game itself is only in Russian. The
game itself is something you could expect to find on the very first mobile phones (though this one is in color): there is red
square in the middle of the screen, with T-looking think (allegedly, a shield), which is used to protect the red square from
smaller squares flying towards it from 4 directions. You move the shield thingy with a mouse (there is no travel time, if you
slide the coursor through the square, shield will "jump" through it), and every blocked projectile will give you one point, and...
Well... speed. At the begining of the session, Speed is set at 1. Every blocked projectile decreases this number by ~0.002.
Countrary to expectations, the lower the number, the faster the projectiles. Out of curiosity, i tried to see what happens when
Speed reaches 0. When doing it, I discovered that if projectile reaches red square, my score gets reset, but speed remains the
same (and at approximately Speed=0.3 you only manage to stop at most 5 projectiles, due to their speed). When Speed reaches
zero, and you block another projectile, the numbers become negative, and keep decreasing with each projectile stopped -
making this solution are really bad one, not to say stupid.
There are 4 options in menu - one of them is Play, last one is Exit. I have no idea what remaining two are, since I dont know
Russian, but i don't really think they contain any more content. Overally, this game has neither cards, nor achievements, and
gameplay itself is bearable for 2 minutes at beast. Plus, so called "Pleasant soundtrack" is an electronic tune, appearing to be
taken from some crappy club at the outskirts of Novosibirsk. Store page describes the game fairly accurately, but I can't really
think of anyone who would make informed decision to purchase this product.
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